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Interview: Perry B. Clark

‘The Root of the
Problem Is the Dollar’
Rep. Perry B. Clark is a Kentucky
State Representative, serving the
people of the 37th District, Louisville. He was interviewed on Aug.
29 by Paul Gallagher.
EIR: On Aug. 26, at a time of
extreme uncertainty with the dollar, the real estate bubble in the
United States, the soaring price of
oil, and interest rates, you raised,
in a Friday morning government meeting in Louisville, the
issue of Lyndon LaRouche’s policy for a fixed-exchange-rate
monetary system. Tell us how that happened, and how it went.
Clark: Yes. We had a regular—we have monthly meetings,
unless we’re [the Kentucky Legislature] in session—meeting
of the Capital Planning Advisory Board. It’s the oversight
committee of, basically, all the capital projects of the state on
a long-term basis. And we fell into a discussion of long-term
IT projects, court projects, maintenance and upkeep projects;
and then healthcare costs, retirement benefits for state employees, Medicaid; these being big drivers, and taking huge
cuts into our accounting.
While revenue in our state has actually increased, we cannot keep up with the rate of inflation for all of these projects.
The IT; materials costs are going up for everything we’re
trying to build; obviously, everybody knows the inflation
rates on healthcare costs, what they do, which has its ramifications for Medicaid.
We were talking about fixing these problems, so I just cut
to the chase. These problems cannot be fixed—you cannot
adequately be prepared, you cannot adequately plan, or forecast, any of these problems that we have right now, unless we
return to the Roosevelt principle of fixed exchange rates on
our dollar.
The dollar is our problem. It’s not all these other things.
These all have problems, but the root of the matter is the dollar.
EIR: The people you were speaking to, or speaking with—
they represented the legislature, the executive, or both?
Clark: It’s all three branches of government. The group itself, I believe, is one of the only ones set up in any state in the
nation, that does long-term forecasting of the needs for any
kind of capital projects, across the board capital projects—
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IT, courts, school-building projects, maintenance needs of the
universities—just about everything that is a capital project.
It’s all three branches of government—executive, legislative,
and judicial—plus citizen members.
EIR: And what was the serious problem that they were having, that you were intervening into?
Clark: We’ve got billions of dollars worth of capital investments in the state; and there are no maintenance dollars. And
you can’t get maintenance dollars now. It’s the same as the
problem we were talking about, that’s indicative of the entire
infrastructure of the United States right now.
You have a declining infrastructure of the United States.
I think you have, pretty much, a runaway inflation. It’s a
hidden number. And you can’t adequately prepare, and you
can’t set aside funds to take care of your infrastructure. And
you can take that to just about anything . . . whether it’s the
electrical grid, whether it’s the oil-refining capabilities,
whether it’s our nuclear power plants, whether it’s the water
systems in our cities. We have a big problem; and it’s an
increasing problem. Unless you can project the value, a fixed
value, of the dollar, it’s going to be hard to ever address these.
People now have difficulty planning a home budget, with
the price of gas going up, the price of natural gas, the price
of healthcare going up—how do you predict, and lay out a
foundation for a liveable budget?
EIR: So they were unable to forecast or to plan infrastructure
investments for the state?
Clark: Yes, that’s exactly what happened. It went deeper
than just the infrastructure, because we had our fixed retirement benefits; we got into our Medicaid problems. We talked
about a lot of these things.
EIR: How far out into the future were you discussing?
Clark: Well, for the Medicaid problem, we were discussing
the next budget; the next two years. We’ll probably have
something like a $675 million shortfall. In the long term, we
were talking—already our bonded debt of our state is pushing
$6 billion mark; we have $5.75 billion right now. So, we have
that commitment to make, plus the inflation rate, plus take
care of maintenance and everything. So we were shooting a
good six years out.
EIR: And what was the reaction to your intervention?
Clark: Well, actually, it was a kind of stunned silence. People really don’t know what to think about it, because people
have become accustomed to trimming the branches on the
tree. Someone needs to strike the root.
I was sitting there listening to these discussions, and I
said, “We can trim on this tree all day, and we won’t get rid
of it. If we want to really get rid of it, we need to strike the
root of the problem. And I think that root is the dollar, and
going to a fixed rate of exchange.” There was actually a
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stunned silence, except for one Senator, who happened to be
sitting next to me; and he said, “You’re absolutely right.”
But no one else conjectured any other thinking on that
point. There was a stunned silence for a moment, and then we
went on with the meeting.
EIR: Were you able to discuss it further, later on?
Clark: I had, with some of the individuals there—one of
them is a very good economist, I believe—and he believed
that what I had said was probably true, also. But he was cautious to say that.
We had a very interesting point in there, too. We had two
of the state’s chief economists, speaking to us. And they were
talking about our bonded debt, and how the bond-rating agencies set your—give you a grade for your bond debt capabilities. And we had a fairly high bond rating in the state based
on several of the categories. But one of the categories they
judge you on is your actual manufacturing base, as a percent
of your [tax revenue] income in your state.
EIR: And how to they judge that?
Clark: They judge you negatively for having a good manufacturing base! They judged it against us, for having “too
many eggs in a basket,” which was our manufacturing base!
What I told them, was that this was absurd and wrongheaded; I can’t even imagine that.
EIR: Has there been a downgrading of the debt of the state?
Clark: Not at this time. They won’t tell you up front—that
if we choose certain economic policies—none of the rating
agencies will tell you up front, whether that will be beneficial
or detrimental to you. They won’t tell you until after you have
made the move. It’s an interesting game in itself.
EIR: And Medicaid was one of the subjects under discussion, what to do about the shortfall?
Clark: Yes, it always comes up. . . . Because some people
want to build court buildings, while others want to make sure
the elderly are taken care of by Medicaid. It’s a balancing we
have to do.
But it’s an impossible balance, without having an inflation-free dollar on a fixed exchange rate. And that was my
point.
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MEK Terrorist Front
Ups Anti-Iran Propaganda
by William Jones
Alireza Jafarzadeh, former spokesman for the Iranian opposition group, the National Council of Resistance of Iran, a front
group for the banned Mujahedin-e-Khalq (MEK), held a
Washington, D.C. press conference on Aug. 26, trying to
buttress the war drive against Iran, with a series of new “exposés” of a clandestine Iranian nuclear-weapons program. Conveniently timed with the escalation in the propaganda campaign to build support for a U.S. military strike against Iran,
Jafarzadeh used the modicum of credibility that his group had
gained in 2002, when it revealed the existence of the Iranian
uranium conversion plant at Natanz (which existence had
previously eluded the International Atomic Energy Agency)
to make another effort for the war drive. Jafarzadeh, who has
jettisoned his MEK moniker and metamorphosed into the
president of something called Strategic Policy Consulting,
Inc., put forth a number of claims aimed at discrediting the
Iran regime.
One might well ask, why take these fellows seriously at
all? The MEK, which has been placed on the State Department’s list of terrorist organizations, has long been involved
in attempting to overthrow the Iranian regime. In the 1970s,
it was even involved in the assassination of U.S. officials. Its
members fought under Saddam Hussein in the war against
Iran and were key in Saddam’s attempt to undermine the
Iranian war effort.
And yet, when the United States occupied Iraq, the MEK
was treated with kid gloves. Gen. Geoffrey Miller, who designed that infamous“spoon-bender” psy-ops interrogation
program, applied so successfully at both Guantanamo and
Abu Ghraib, had the MEK in Iraq categorized as “protected
persons.” Unlike the prisoners at Guantanamo, they were
brought under the Geneva Convention and given that coveted
“protected persons” status, which meant that they could not
be punished collectively and did not have to leave occupied
Iraq. Although it was claimed initially that they were restricted to Camp Ashraf in Iraq, it is now reported that teams
of MEK have been trained and deployed, possibly together
with Special Operations troops, for on-the-ground surveillance in eastern and southern Iran, ostensibly in search of
possible Iranian nuclear sites.
Using a large chart containing a map of Europe and the
Middle East, and tracing a trajectory going from Iran to central
France, Jafarzadeh announced that the Iranians now possessed Russian-made KH-55 cruise missiles capable of reaching Europe. These missiles, Jafarzadeh proclaimed, had been
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